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Background-—Acute psychosocial stress provokes increases in circulating endothelin-1 (ET-1) levels in humans and animal models.
However, key questions about the physiological function and cellular source of stress-induced ET-1 remain unanswered. We
hypothesized that endothelium-derived ET-1 contributes to the acute pressor response to stress via activation of the endothelin A
receptor.

Methods and Results-—Adult male vascular endothelium-specific ET-1 knockout mice and control mice that were homozygous for
the floxed allele were exposed to acute psychosocial stress in the form of cage switch stress (CSS), with blood pressure measured
by telemetry. An acute pressor response was elicited by CSS in both genotypes; however, this response was significantly blunted in
vascular endothelium-specific ET-1 knockout mice compared with control mice that were homozygous for the floxed allele. In mice
pretreated for 3 days with the endothelin A antagonist, ABT-627, or the dual endothelin A/B receptor antagonist, A-182086, the
pressor response to CSS was similar between genotypes. CSS significantly increased plasma ET-1 levels in control mice that were
homozygous for the floxed allele. CSS failed to elicit an increase in plasma ET-1 in vascular endothelium-specific ET-1 knockout
mice. Telemetry frequency domain analyses suggested similar autonomic responses to stress between genotypes, and isolated
resistance arteries demonstrated similar sensitivity to a1-adrenergic receptor-mediated vasoconstriction.

Conclusions-—These findings specify that acute stress-induced activation of endothelium-derived ET-1 and subsequent endothelin
A receptor activation is a novel mediator of the blood pressure response to acute psychosocial stress. ( J Am Heart Assoc.
2018;7:e007863. DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.117.007863.)
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T he acute experience of psychosocial stress induces a
profound physiological reaction, leading to a rapid

increase in blood pressure.1–3 Acute stress responses are
thought to prepare the body for action in life-threatening
situations.4 However, the modern human experience can

repeatedly provoke the acute stress response in situations
that are not necessarily life threatening, and abundant
evidence now suggests that long-term exposure to psychoso-
cial stress over time contributes to cardiovascular disease
(CVD).5,6 The largest study supporting this connection
demonstrated that stress-provoking psychosocial factors have
an independent association with acute myocardial infarction
that is similar in magnitude to traditional cardiovascular risk
factors.7 Despite this, far less is known about the mecha-
nisms through which stress-induced physiological processes
contribute to the development of CVD.

Prior studies have identified endothelin-1 (ET-1) as a
psychosocial stress-responsive factor that may represent a
mechanistic mediator of the connection between stress and
CVD.8 ET-1 is a nanomolar potent peptide produced by
diverse cell types throughout the body that functions in
autocrine and paracrine signaling.9,10 Multiple studies have
demonstrated an increase in plasma ET-1 levels in response
to laboratory-induced acute psychosocial stress in healthy, at
risk, and diseased human subjects.2,11–16 In population
studies, psychosocial risk factors were associated with
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elevated plasma ET-1 levels,17,18 and acute psychosocial
stress-induced acute coronary syndrome was associated with
a robust elevation in plasma ET-1 levels.19 In rodents,
experimental acute psychosocial stress, in the form of
restraint with air jet stress, leads to an increase in plasma
ET-1 levels in both wild-type and prehypertensive rats.20,21

Despite these studies, the cellular source of stress-induced
plasma ET-1 remains unclear, because this ET-1 could be
derived from the vascular endothelium, immune cells, neu-
ronal cells, or other potential cellular sources. Interestingly,
both acute and chronic stress hormones have been shown to
increase ET-1 release in cultured endothelial cells.22–24 Taken
together, these studies demonstrate that a stress-mediated
increase in plasma ET-1 is a consistent phenomenon that is
conserved between humans and experimental animals.

We reasoned that basic questions about the physiological
function and cellular source of stress-induced ET-1 were
critical for understanding a future therapeutic role of the ET-1
pathway in stress paradigms. We hypothesized that psy-
chosocial stress-induced ET-1 contributes to the rapid
increase in blood pressure via activation of the endothelin A
(ETA) receptor and is derived from the endothelium. To test
this hypothesis, we conducted experiments using vascular
endothelium-specific ET-1 knockout mice (VEETKO) and
control mice that were homozygous for the floxed allele (flox)
male mice exposed to cage switch stress (CSS), an
established experimental model of acute psychosocial
stress.3,25

Methods
The data that support the findings of this study are available
from the corresponding author on reasonable request.

Animals
All experiments were conducted in accordance with the
National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals, and approved and monitored by the
Medical College of Georgia at Augusta University or the
University of Alabama at Birmingham Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committees. VEETKO mice were developed previ-
ously using the Cre-lox system.26 Knockout mice were
additionally positive for the Tie2-Cre transgene (VEETKO). In
total, 27 flox and 29 VEETKO mice were used for this study.
Adult male mice, aged 6 months to 1 year, maintained on
standard pellet chow diet (Harlan Teklad, Madison, WI) were
used for all experiments. Mice were maintained on a 24-hour
light-dark cycle, and experiments were conducted during the
light period. For telemetry studies, mice were individually
housed and provided with either normal drinking water, water
containing the ETA receptor antagonist ABT-627 (atrasentan;
10 mg/kg per day; AbbVie, Inc, Abbott Park, IL),27 or water
containing the dual ETA/endothelin B (ETB) receptor antago-
nist A-182086 (10 mg/kg per day; AbbVie, Inc)28 for
72 hours before the CSS experiment.

Telemetry
Telemetry transmitters were implanted with catheters inserted
into the right carotid artery of VEETKO and flox mice, as
previously described.29 Mice were allowed to recover for at
least 10 days before experimentation. Telemetry recordings
were initiated using DataQuest A.R.T. v.4.36 (Data Sciences
International, Minneapolis, MN), andmice were left undisturbed
for 12 hours before CSS, after which telemetry recordings were
continued for 6 hours. Throughout this 18-hour period,
telemetry recordings were obtained for the first 10 seconds
of each minute at a sampling rate of 500 Hz. Telemetry files
were imported into Ponemah v6.3 (DSI, Minneapolis, MN) for
analysis of heart rate variability and frequency analysis of blood
pressure variability. All segments were visualized manually, and
periods of noise and artefactual triggering were excluded from
further analysis. Beat-to-beat intervals were determined by
triggering at maximum systolic pressure. Frequency cutoffs
were set at low frequency (0.4–1.5 Hz) and high frequency
(1.5–4.0 Hz).30–32 Data were grouped into 30-minute bins
immediately preceding and following the onset of CSS.

CSS Protocol
The CSS protocol was developed to induce experimental
psychosocial stress in male mice and has previously been used
with a variety of mouse models.3,25,33,34 Briefly, adult male flox
or VEETKO mice, housed in groups of 2 or 3, were placed in a
clean cage for 3 days before CSS stress. On the day of the CSS

Clinical Perspective

What Is New?

• Endothelium-derived endothelin-1 signals to the endothelin
A receptor contribute to the blood pressure response to
acute psychosocial stress in mice.

What Are the Clinical Implications?

• Psychosocial stress is associated with an increased risk of a
wide range of cardiovascular complications and, conse-
quently, understanding the mechanisms involved will inform
future preventative and therapeutic strategies.

• We propose that exposure to psychosocial stressors leads
to exaggerated activation of the endothelin-1/endothelin A
pathway and that this phenomenon may represent a
mechanistic link between psychosocial stress and cardio-
vascular disease risk.
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experiment, at �1300 hours, 1 mouse per cage was randomly
selected to represent baseline measurements and terminated
for plasma and tissue collection, whereas a separate experi-
mental mouse was exposed to CSS for 30 minutes by placing
themouse in a cage that previously housedmale mice unknown
to the experimental mouse for 3 days. Mice were then
anesthetized (methohexital sodium, 40 mg/kg, IP), and cardiac
puncture was performed using a 1-mL syringe rinsed with 7.5%
EDTA. Blood samples were centrifuged at 1000g for 10 min-
utes at 4°C, and plasma was removed, aliquoted, and stored at
�80°C. Adrenal glands were collected, snap frozen, and stored
at �80°C. Of note, CSS elicits a pressor response for
>60 minutes. Thus, we reasoned that 30 minutes would be
necessary to observe an increase in plasma ET-1.

Plasma ET-1
Plasma ET-1 peptide concentration was measured by ELISA
(QuantiGlo; R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN) in samples
obtained from flox and VEETKO mice at baseline and following
30 minutes of CSS.

prepro-ET-1 mRNA
Relative levels of mRNA expression for prepro-ET-1 were
determined in thoracic aorta, renal vessels, and whole kidney,
as previously reported.21 Primers for the housekeeping gene,
Gapdh (QT01658692), and prepro-ET-1 (QT00253512) were
purchased from Qiagen. Real-time quantitative reverse tran-
scription–polymerase chain reaction was conducted using a
Bio-Rad CFX96 Real-Time PCR System. Relative prepro-ET-1
expression was calculated using 2�DDC

T with the housekeep-
ing gene Gapdh.

ET-1/ET-3 Receptor Binding Assay
Radioligand ET-1 and ET-3 specific binding assays were
performed using membrane-enriched fractions (300 ng of
protein) from lung tissue, as previously described.35 [125I]ET-3
receptor binding was used to determine maximal binding
values for ETB receptor number. To determine ETA receptor
number, maximal binding values for [125I]ET-3 binding were
subtracted from [125I]ET-1 maximal binding values represent-
ing total ETA and ETB receptor number.35 Nonlinear regression
analysis was conducted in GraphPad Prism version 7.0
(GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA).

Tissue Norepinephrine Content
Adrenal tissue was homogenized and centrifuged, and the
supernatant was removed, as previously described.36 The
supernatant was extracted for quantification of

norepinephrine levels by ELISA, according to manufacturer’s
instructions (Bi-CAT ELISA; Rocky Mountain Diagnostic, Inc).

Vascular Reactivity
Thoracic aorta and third-order mesenteric artery segments
were isolated and prepared for vascular reactivity experi-
ments, as previously described.37 Cumulative concentration-
responses to phenylephrine were generated and normalized
to the maximum constriction elicited by 100 mmol/L KCl.

Statistical Analysis
All values are expressed as mean�SEM. Differences attribu-
table to genotype and stress were compared using a 2-way
ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc test performed using
GraphPad Prism version 7.0. Telemetry data were analyzed
using 2-way repeated-measures ANOVA. Receptor binding
assay data, mRNA expression data, baseline blood pressure
data, and vascular reactivity data were analyzed using the 2-
tailed, unpaired, Student t test. For all comparisons, P<0.05
was considered statistically significant.

Results

Vascular prepro-ET-1 mRNA Expression Is
Reduced in VEETKO Mice
To verify conditional knockout of ET-1 expression in the
vascular endothelium, prepro-ET-1 mRNA expression was
assessed in isolated aorta, renal vessels, and whole kidney.
Vascular prepro-ET-1 mRNA levels were dramatically reduced
in VEETKO mice compared with flox mice in both aorta
(0.03�0.01 versus 1.00�0.23; P=0.002; flox, n=4; VEETKO,
n=5) and renal vessels (0.37�0.12 versus 1.00�0.22;
P=0.030; flox, n=4; VEETKO, n=5). Conversely, whole kidney
prepro-ET-1 mRNA level (0.94�0.34 versus 1.00�0.02;
P=0.856; n=4 per group) was similar between genotypes,
because kidneys are known to have high levels of ET-1
expression in the renal tubular epithelium.38

Pressor Response to CSS Is Blunted in VEETKO
Mice
We hypothesized that endothelium-derived ET-1 contributes
to the blood pressure response to CSS. To test this, we
monitored blood pressure, heart rate, and activity by teleme-
try in flox and VEETKO mice exposed to CSS. Baseline mean
arterial pressure during the 3 hours before CSS did not differ
between genotypes (flox versus VEETKO, 106.4�2.0 versus
100.2�2.7 mm Hg; P=0.099; flox, n=7; VEETKO, n=9). CSS
induced a rapid increase in systolic, diastolic, and mean
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arterial pressures in flox mice, with a maximum increase of
�40 mm Hg, a magnitude consistent with previously pub-
lished reports in control mice.3,25 In contrast, the pressor
response in the 10 minutes following CSS was significantly
blunted in VEETKO mice (Figure 1A through 1C). The rapid
increase in heart rate and locomotor activity induced by CSS
did not differ between genotypes, suggesting that both flox
and VEETKO mice reach a similar level of perceived acute
psychosocial stress with the CSS protocol (Figure 1D and 1E).

Specific ETA and Dual ETA/ETB Receptor
Antagonism Abolishes the Genotype Difference in
the Pressor Response to CSS
The ETA receptor pathway is primarily responsible for the
pressor response elicited by acute ET-1 infusion in mice.39

Thus, we sought to determine if ETA receptor signaling is
responsible for the contribution of endothelium-derived ET-1 to

the stress-induced pressor response. To test this, telemeter-
ized VEETKO and flox mice were pretreated with ABT-627 and
subsequently exposed to CSS. Baseline mean arterial pressure
in the 3 hours before CSS was similar between genotypes with
ABT-627 treatment (flox versus VEETKO, 101.6�1.2 versus
101.3�2.4 mm Hg; P=0.904; flox, n=9; VEETKO, n=6). Short-
term ABT-627 treatment abolished the genotype difference in
the pressor response to CSS (Figure 2A through 2C). Similar to
untreated mice, CSS-induced increases in heart rate and
locomotor activity did not differ between ABT-627–treated flox
and VEETKO mice (Figure 2D and 2E).

We further examined a potential role of ETB receptor
signaling in the contribution of endothelium-derived ET-1 to
the stress-induced pressor response. VEETKO and flox mice
with telemetry units in place were pretreated with A-182086
and exposed to CSS. Baseline mean arterial pressure in the
3 hours before CSS was significantly lower in VEETKO
compared with flox mice with A-182086 treatment

Figure 1. Blood pressure responses to cage switch stress (CSS) in vascular endothelium-specific endothelin-1 knockout (VEETKO) mice and
control mice that were homozygous for the floxed allele (flox) receiving normal drinking water. Mean arterial pressure (A), systolic pressure (B),
diastolic pressure (C), heart rate (D), and locomotor activity (E) in VEETKO (n=9) and flox (n=7) mice exposed to CSS.
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(104.6�1.7 versus 110.7�1.4 mm Hg; P=0.015; flox, n=8;
VEETKO, n=8). Similar to ABT-627 treatment, short-term A-
182086 treatment abolished the genotype difference in the
pressor response to CSS (Figure 3A through 3C). In contrast
to vehicle and ABT-627 experiments, the heart rate response
in the 10 minutes following CSS was significantly blunted in
VEETKO mice pretreated with A-182086 (Figure 3D), whereas
CSS-induced increases in locomotor activity were similar
between genotypes (Figure 3E).

CSS Failed to Increase Plasma ET-1 Levels in
VEETKO Mice
To test the hypothesis that the endothelium is the source of
stress-induced plasma ET-1, we exposed flox and VEETKO
mice to CSS. Following 30 minutes of CSS exposure, plasma
ET-1 levels were significantly elevated in flox mice (Figure 4A),

consistent with observations in humans and rats exposed to
psychosocial stress.2,11–16,20,21 At baseline, plasma ET-1
levels were significantly lower in VEETKO mice compared
with flox mice (Figure 4A). Furthermore, in VEETKO mice, CSS
failed to induce a significant increase in plasma ET-1 levels
(Figure 4A).

Pulmonary ETB Receptor Activity Is Similar in Flox
and VEETKO Mice
ETB receptors on the pulmonary endothelium represent the
primary site of plasma ET-1 clearance.10,40 Thus, we evaluated
pulmonary ET receptor binding in VEETKO and flox mice. ET-
1–specific binding was similar in VEETKO and flox mice
(Figure 4C); in addition, ET-3–specific binding was similar
across genotypes (Figure 4D). Calculated maximal binding of
ETB receptor binding, and therefore ETB receptor expression,

Figure 2. Blood pressure responses to cage switch stress (CSS) in vascular endothelium-specific endothelin-1 knockout (VEETKO) mice and
control mice that were homozygous for the floxed allele (flox) receiving water containing ABT-627 for 3 days before CSS exposure. Mean arterial
pressure (A), systolic pressure (B), diastolic pressure (C), heart rate (D), and locomotor activity (E) in VEETKO (n=6) and flox (n=9) mice.
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was similar in VEETKO and flox mice (Figure 4B). ETA receptor
binding was not detected, as determined from the difference
between ET-1 and ET-3 binding.

Vasomotor Sympathetic/Parasympathetic
Activation and Cardiac Parasympathetic
Withdrawal in Response to CSS Are Similar in
Flox and VEETKO Mice
Activation of the sympathetic nervous system and withdrawal
of the parasympathetic nervous system occur in response to
psychological stress.41,42 Thus, we sought to compare
autonomic responses to CSS in VEETKO and flox mice.
Frequency domain analysis of systolic blood pressure vari-
ability low-/high-frequency ratio represents a general index of
vasomotor sympathetic/parasympathetic activity. In the
3 hours before the onset of CSS, vehicle-treated VEETKO

and flox mice demonstrated similar baseline systolic blood
pressure variability low-/high-frequency ratio (1.3�0.2 versus
0.95�0.1; P=0.2; flox, n=7; VEETKO, n=9). In vehicle, ABT-
627, and A-182086 treated VEETKO and flox mice, there was
a significant effect of CSS to increase systolic blood pressure
variability low-/high-frequency ratio but no significant effect
of genotype (Figure 5A, 5C, and 5E). Analysis of heart rate
variability, root means squared of the successive differences,
represents a general index of cardiac parasympathetic
activity. Baseline root means squared of the successive
differences, in the 3 hours before the onset of CSS, was
similar between genotypes (flox versus VEETKO, 5.6�0.7
versus 4.9�0.7 ms; P=0.5; flox, n=6; VEETKO, n=8). In
vehicle, ABT-627, and A-182086 treated VEETKO and flox
mice, there was a significant effect of CSS to decrease root
means squared of the successive differences but no signif-
icant effect of genotype (Figure 5B, 5D, and 5F).

Figure 3. Blood pressure responses to cage switch stress (CSS) in vascular endothelium-specific endothelin-1 knockout (VEETKO) mice and
control mice that were homozygous for the floxed allele (flox) receiving water containing A-182086 for 3 days before CSS exposure. Mean
arterial pressure (A), systolic pressure (B), diastolic pressure (C), heart rate (D), and locomotor activity (E) in VEETKO (n=8) and flox (n=8) mice.
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Adrenal Norepinephrine Levels Are Similarly
Reduced in Flox and VEETKO Mice Following CSS
Adrenal norepinephrine release is a classic physiological
component of the acute stress response. Therefore, to verify
that the magnitude of stress experienced in response to CSS
did not differ between genotypes, adrenal norepinephrine
content was measured at baseline and following 30 minutes
of CSS. Adrenal norepinephrine content was similar in flox
and VEETKO mice at baseline, and following CSS, adrenal
norepinephrine decreased to a similar level in the both
genotypes (Figure 5G). Two-way ANOVA confirmed a

significant effect of CSS to lower adrenal norepinephrine
content but no significant effect of genotype (Figure 5H).

Conduit and Resistance Artery a1-Adrenergic
Sensitivity Is Similar in VEETKO and Flox Mice
To determine if a difference in arterial a1-adrenergic sensi-
tivity may explain the genotype difference in the pressor
response to CSS, phenylephrine responses were evaluated in
isolated thoracic aorta and third-order mesenteric resistance
arteries of VEEKO and flox mice. There were no significant
genotype differences in the cumulative concentration

Figure 4. Plasma endothelin-1 (ET-1) peptide level in response to cage switch stress (CSS) and
endothelin B (ETB) receptor expression in lung membrane–enriched homogenates of vascular endothelium-
specific ET-1 knockout (VEETKO) mice and control mice that were homozygous for the floxed allele (flox). A,
Plasma ET-1 level is significantly elevated 30 minutes after the onset of CSS in flox control mice, but it is
unchanged from baseline in VEETKO mice. *P<0.05 vs flox baseline; Pstress=0.014, Pgenotype <0.001,
Pinteraction=0.278; flox baseline (n=5), flox CSS (n=5), VEETKO baseline (n=6), VEETKO CSS (n=5); 2-way
ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc test. B, Calculated ETB receptor expression, P=0.174, 2-tailed, unpaired,
Student t test. C, ET-1–specific binding in flox and VEETKO mice (maximal binding [BMax]: 580.8�112.6 vs
597.9�67.1 fmol/mg protein [P=0.901]; Kd: 0.11�0.03 vs 0.09�0.02 nmol/L [P=0.584]; 2-tailed,
unpaired, Student t test). D, ET-3 specific binding in flox (n=4) and VEETKO (n=4) mice (BMax: 784.4�60.0
vs 623.7�84.9 fmol/mg protein [P=0.173]; Kd: 0.20�0.05 vs 0.11�0.03 nmol/L [P=0.166]; 2-tailed,
unpaired, Student t test). Kd indicates dissociation constant.
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response to phenylephrine in thoracic aorta or third-order
mesenteric arteries (Figure 6A and 6B). In addition, the acute
vasoconstriction response to 10�4 mol/L phenylephrine in
thoracic aorta and third-order mesenteric arteries was similar
between genotypes (Figure 6C and 6D).

Discussion
Psychosocial stress is a robust independent risk factor for
CVD,7 yet there is limited understanding of the mechanisms
underlying this association. ET-1 signaling has emerged as a
candidate pathway from numerous studies in human and
animal models that have demonstrated an increase in plasma
ET-1 in response to acute psychosocial stress.2,11–16,20,21 The
major findings of the present study resolved important gaps in

our understanding of this association. We identified the
endothelium as an important source of acute stress-induced
plasma ET-1 and determined that endothelium-derived ET-1
acts via ETA receptor activation to contribute to the acute
stress-induced pressor response.

The pressor response to acute psychosocial stress is
mediated by the coordinated action of multiple blood pressure
regulatory systems, as determined by pharmacologic and
genetic studies in mice and rats exposed to CSS. Specifically,
adrenergic receptors play a critical role in mediating the
pressor response to CSS, in which a1-adrenergic receptors
contribute to the abrupt early increase in blood pressure and
b1-adrenergic receptors contribute to the sustained, but not
immediate, response.3 In the present study, we demonstrate
that VEETKO mice exhibit blunting of the rapid increase in

Figure 5. Heart rate variability and frequency blood pressure variability
responses to cage switch stress (CSS) in vehicle, ABT-627, and A-182086
treated vascular endothelium-specific endothelin-1 knockout (VEETKO) mice and
control mice that were homozygous for the floxed allele (flox). Systolic blood
pressure variability low-/high-frequency ratio (Systolic LF/HF) in vehicle (n=7 flox,
n=9 VEETKO; A), ABT-627 (n=8 flox, n=6 VEETKO; C), and A-182086 (n=8 flox,
n=8 VEETKO; E) treated mice. Root means squared of the successive differences
(RMSSD) relative to baseline in vehicle (n=6 flox, n=8 VEETKO; B), ABT-627 (n=8
flox, n=6 VEETKO; D), and A-182086 (n=8 flox, n=7 VEETKO; F) treated mice. G,
Adrenal norepinephrine content at baseline and following 30 minutes of CSS
exposure (n=4 flox baseline, n=4 flox CSS, n=6 VEETKO baseline, n=5 VEETKO
CSS). H, Two-way repeated-measures ANOVA results (A through F) and ordinary 2-
way ANOVA results (G).
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blood pressure in the first 10 minutes of the response to CSS
and that the genotype difference in the pressor response
diminishes with increasing time past the initiation of the
stressor. These findings demonstrate that endothelium-
derived ET-1 contributes to the early pressor response to
CSS in mice, a contribution that is temporally similar to the
contribution of a1-adrenergic receptors.3 Therefore, we
sought to determine if there is a difference in a1-adrenergic
sensitivity in conduit and resistance arteries from flox and
VEETKO mice. The results revealed that the vasoconstrictor
response to the a1-adrenergic agonist, phenylephrine, was
similar in VEETKO and flox mice, suggesting that enhance-
ment of arterial a1-adrenergic sensitivity is not the mecha-
nism by which endothelium-derived ET-1 contributes to the
CSS-induced pressor response. These results are also
consistent with the lack of a contribution of the ET pathway
to the acute pressor response to phenylephrine infusion.43,44

Further investigations have found that NO,45 IL-6,25 and
corticotrophin-releasing hormone and activation of the
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis46 are directly involved in
the physiological responses to CSS. The renin-angiotensin
system plays a complex role in the pressor response to CSS,
with AT1A receptors having both prohypertensive and antihy-
pertensive roles, depending on their location.3,33,34,47–49

Future research is needed to determine whether endothe-
lium-derived ET-1 interacts with these other pathways or vice
versa to mediate the acute pressor response. Taken together,
these findings establish a role for endothelium-derived ET-1 in
acute blood pressure regulation.

ETA receptor activation is primarily responsible for the
vasoconstrictor actions of endogenous ET-1 and the hyper-
tensive response to exogenous ET-1 infusion.10,39 Herein, we
demonstrate that 3-day pretreatment with the ETA antagonist,
ABT-627, eliminates the genotype difference in the pressor
response to CSS in VEETKO and flox mice. This finding
suggests that endothelium-derived ET-1 acts on the ETA
receptor to contribute to the pressor response to acute
psychosocial stress. Our laboratory previously examined the
contribution of the ETA receptor to the pressor response to
restraint air jet stress in multiple strains of rats. D’Angelo
et al found that ABT-627 potentiates the pressor response to
air jet stress in ETB receptor–deficient rats and transgenic
controls on a high-salt diet50 and in Dahl salt-resistant, but
not Dahl salt-sensitive, rats,51 suggesting that the ETA
receptor may function to attenuate sympathetic responses
differentially in these rat strains. More important, the CSS
paradigm is distinct from restraint air jet stress in that CSS
elicits a prolonged pressor response, for >1 hour, and

Figure 5. Continued
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restraint air jet stress produces a pressor response that
dissipates in minutes.21,46 Together, these studies suggest a
complex role of the ETA receptor in the pressor response to
acute psychosocial stress paradigms. Future studies are
warranted using models of cell-specific conditional ETA
deficiency exposed to acute psychosocial stressors.

The ETB receptor is expressed on sympathetic neurons,
and recent studies in rats have demonstrated that exogenous
activation of ETB receptors leads to an a1-adrenergic receptor-
mediated pressor response.52 Considering the importance of
a1-adrenergic receptor activation to the CSS-induced pressor
response and the herein identified role of endothelium-derived
ET-1 in this response, we sought to determine if ETB receptor
activation may contribute to the pressor response to CSS. ETB
receptor antagonism alone results in hypertension that would
confound pressor response results.53 Thus, to test this,
VEETKO and flox mice were pretreated for 3 days with the

dual ETA/B receptor antagonist, A-182086. Similar to results
with the ETA antagonist, A-182086 pretreatment eliminated
the genotype difference in the pressor response to CSS,
indicating no additional effect of ETB antagonism. This result
suggests that endothelium-derived ET-1 acts on the ETA
receptor to mediate its effect on the pressor response to CSS.
Interestingly, A-182086 pretreatment led to a blunted heart
rate response to CSS in VEETKO compared with flox mice,
potentially revealing a component of the heart rate response
to CSS that relies on the ETB receptor in a system lacking
endothelium-derived ET-1.

Activation of the sympathetic nervous system and
withdrawal of the parasympathetic nervous system occur
in the short-term response to psychological stress.41,42

Therefore, we sought to investigate the autonomic response
to CSS. More important, baseline vasomotor sympathetic/
parasympathetic activity and cardiac parasympathetic

Figure 6. Vascular reactivity of isolated aorta and third-order mesenteric arteries of vascular
endothelium-specific endothelin-1 knockout (VEETKO) mice and control mice that were homozygous for
the floxed allele (flox). A, Cumulative concentration-response curves to phenylephrine (PE) in aorta of flox
(n=4) and VEETKO (n=5) mice (Emax: 89.76�0.48% KCl vs 88.26�2.05% KCl [P=0.545]; EC50:
�7.089�0.062 vs �7.029�0.064 log [PE] [P=0.532]; 2-tailed, unpaired, Student t test). B, Cumulative
concentration-response curves to PE in third-order mesenteric arteries of flox (n=4) and VEETKO (n=5) mice
(Emax: 91.25�4.65% KCl vs 97.84�6.95% KCl [P=0.482]; EC50: �5.982�0.108 vs �6.169�0.106 log [PE]
[P=0.262]; 2-tailed, unpaired, Student t test). C, Acute constriction to 10�4 mol/L PE in aorta of flox (n=3)
and VEETKO (n=5) mice (maximum contraction: 44.52�1.91% KCl and 44.01�1.05% KCl [P=0.805]; 2-
tailed, unpaired, Student t test). D, Acute constriction to 10�4 mol/L PE in third-order mesenteric arteries
of flox (n=4) and VEETKO (n=5) mice (maximum contraction: 95.54�5.60% KCl vs 103.58�3.50% KCl
[P=0.244]; 2-tailed, unpaired, Student t test). Emax indicates maximal effective concentration.
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activity were similar between genotypes. In response to
CSS, there was an increase in vasomotor sympathetic/
parasympathetic activity and a decrease in cardiac parasym-
pathetic activity but no significant effect of genotype. In
addition, there was an effect of CSS to reduce adrenal
norepinephrine content but no significant effect of geno-
type, further suggesting similar sympathetic activation in
VEETKO and flox mice. Together, these data suggest that
differential autonomic responses do not underlie the
contribution of endothelium-derived ET-1 to the pressor
response to CSS. We speculate that sympathetic activation
may be upstream of CSS-induced endothelium-derived ET-1,
a concept that is consistent with the a1-adrenergic
receptor–mediated ET-1 release that has been demon-
strated in cultured endothelial cells.22,24

Consistent with prior studies in humans and rats,2,11–16,20,21

flox mice exhibited a significant increase in plasma ET-1 in
response to CSS, whereas VEETKO mice exhibited no change
in plasma ET-1 following CSS. We found that pulmonary ET
receptor expression and affinity are similar in VEETKO and flox
mice, suggesting no differences in ET-1 clearance capacity in
VEETKO and flox mice. Therefore, it is unlikely that the lack of
significant induction of plasma ET-1 observed in VEETKO mice
is the result of a genotype difference in ET-1 clearance
capacity in these mice, although this is not directly tested. In
addition, we provide multiple lines of evidence indicating that
VEETKO and flox mice experienced an equivalent magnitude
of experimental stress in response to CSS. We showed that
both genotypes displayed a similar decrease in adrenal
norepinephrine content, similar activation of vasomotor
sympathetic/parasympathetic activity, and withdrawal of
cardiac parasympathetic activity, as well as similar induction
of locomotor activity in response to CSS. Taken together,
these findings identify the endothelium as a major, but
not necessarily exclusive, cellular source of ET-1 release in
response to acute psychosocial stress. Our studies have
not ruled out the possibility that other cell types, such
as circulating immune cells, contribute to stress-induced
plasma ET-1.

The present study demonstrated that endothelium-derived
ET-1 contributes to the pressor response to acute psychoso-
cial stress, and that this effect is dependent on the ETA
receptor. Recent genome-wide association studies have
implicated the ETA receptor as a genetic determinant of
coronary artery disease,54,55 carotid atherosclerosis,54 large-
artery stroke,55 and peripheral artery disease,56 suggesting a
role of this receptor in atherogenesis across diverse arterial
systems. These findings are supported by clinical and
preclinical studies that suggest a direct role of the ETA
receptor on the development of atherosclerosis.57–61

Recently, Gupta and colleagues demonstrated in a separate
genome-wide association study project that a single-

nucleotide polymorphism common in 5 vascular diseases,
including coronary artery disease, promotes exaggerated
endothelium-derived ET-1 and higher plasma ET-1.62 It would
be interesting to determine whether ETA receptor and ET-1
single-nucleotide polymorphisms are coincident in vascular
disease. Future studies are needed to determine if the
psychosocial stress-mediated induction of endothelium-
derived ET-1 may represent a mechanism connecting psy-
chosocial stress to the development of CVD.

Perspectives
Multiple studies in humans have observed an increase in
plasma ET-1 in response to laboratory-induced stress,11–16

and these findings have been further validated by a large
clinical study of male and female participants.2 More impor-
tant, prior studies have highlighted the importance of both a
family history of CVD and preexisting CVD as modifiers of the
stress responsiveness of plasma ET-1, as reviewed by
Yammine et al.8 Thus, an increase in plasma ET-1 in response
to stress is a physiological response that may be further
amplified in the setting of vascular disease. In the setting of
acute stress, endothelium-derived ET-1 release may lead to
coronary vasoconstriction in patients with preexisting coro-
nary artery disease. This effect may trigger or facilitate acute
coronary syndrome, an idea consistent with the robustly
elevated plasma ET-1 levels observed in stress-induced acute
coronary syndrome.19 Chronic psychosocial factors are
associated with elevated plasma ET-117,18; thus, long-term
repeated exposure to psychosocial stressors may lead to
persistently elevated endothelium-derived ET-1 release.
Endothelium-specific ET-1 overexpressing mice display vas-
cular oxidative stress and endothelial dysfunction,63 alter-
ations in genes related to lipid metabolism,64 and increased
vascular inflammation.65 We propose that short- and long-
term exposure to psychosocial stressors leads to exaggerated
activation of the ET-1/ETA pathway and CVD risk.
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